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TritonWear tools used to achieve these pillars

Long-term Analytics 

Automatic Data 
Collection

Real-time Tracking
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Begin with Data Collection

Algorithms trained and validated against >50,000 swims 
using artificial intelligence

Accuracy generally within:

● Splits within 0.18 seconds
● Stroke rate within 0.01 seconds/stroke
● Stroke count within 1 stroke

And constantly improving. 

Non-Invasive Data Collection

Accurate Data

Stroke Type
Splits
Speed
Stroke Count
Pace Time
Distance Per Stroke (DPS)

Stroke Index
Stroke Rate
Time Underwater
Breath Count
Push-Off Force
Turn Time

more accurate 
than the next top 
competitor

4X



Real-time data from all of your athletes, means you can 
see what's happening and provide quality feedback 
even if you’re alone on deck with 30 athletes.

A personal coach for every athlete

Stream data to a TV for live leaderboards - have your 
kids compete for the most efficient stroke, not just the 
best time.

Keep the fun in training 
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Make training more efficient & 
keep kids engaged



Compare against other athletes on your team, or 
against the world class athletes from TritonWear’s race 
analysis to see what you need to do to reach the top.

Learn from Other Athletes

Workout data is automatically tracked over time giving 
coaches access to their athletes data, but more 
importantly, giving athletes access to their visual 
progression towards their short and long term goals

Athlete Profiles with Tracking
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Manage skill development and empower your 
athletes



Next: simple, automatic reporting over the season 
and career of the athlete

200m Freestyle

14-15 year old males

Speed 1.42
+1.47%

Stroke Rate 47.9
+0.84%

DPS 1.81
-2.63%

Turn Time 1.12
+3.14%

Stroke Rate - 200m Free

47.92 Cycles/min

+0.43 (+0.84%)Boys 14-15

65%

70%

75%

80%

78.4%
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Swimmer's train at a high risk of 
avoidable injury

The vast majority can be avoided

67% of elite athletes are injured 
annually[2]

4-5 injuries per 1000 sessions occur in 
Div 1 NCAA swimmer's[3,4]

Most athletes train at between 20-30% 
risk of injury
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Begin by quantifying the right amount of training

Critical for optimal performance gain and injury prevention.
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Simple training load measurement

Load = Volume * 
Intensity

External LoadInternal Load 
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Track change in load over time to gauge overtraining vs. undertraining.

The Acute to Chronic Workload Ratio (ACWR) is used for this.

Tracking load over time to keep athletes healthy

In multi-sport studies, staying between 80% and 130% kept likelihood of injury below 5% [1]

1 week load
4 week averaged loadACWR = 
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Goal: keep your athletes between the bands and in the green.

[1]

What this looks like

Rolling 30-Day Load Graph

130% ACWR
(overtraining line)

Daily Load 80% ACWR
(undertraining line)
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Automating Load Monitoring

1. Track your training daily by 
entering RPE at the end of each 
session

2. TritonWear calculates daily load, 
but more importantly change in 
load

3. Alerts will warn you of overtraining 
or undertraining

4. Act on notifications to maintain 
injury risk below 5%

Built in 
collaboration with
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All athletes are different, now you can train them that way:

● Higher accuracy modeling using individual athlete intensity zones
● Correlation studies between injury types and other performance 

parameters (eg. # freestyle strokes relation to shoulder injuries)

Next: Better precision and correlation studies

Total Session Training Load = 
f (TritonWear ETL) + g (TritonWear ITL)
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The foundation: coach experience.

However, there are ways to enhance 
this art through technology:
● Camera systems
● Wearable sensors

The art of perfecting stroke mechanics
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Current challenges and limitations:
●Expensive and time consuming
● Feedback is subjective
●Change relies on a swimmer buy-in to the 

feedback

Execution is frequently cumbersome
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If utilized together correctly, video and sensor data is a 
powerful tool

Video is synchronized with 
linear acceleration data

Allowing frame-by-frame 
analysis of where acceleration 
is being lost in every phase of 
a swim.

Immediate feedback provides 
a more efficient feedback 
loop between coach and 
athlete.
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Summarizing complex signals to make them easy to act on

Interval Stats:
● Change in speed
● Speed gain
● Speed drop
● Max acceleration
● % time 

accelerating
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Systematically Develop Skills Faster

The process:
1.Set your seasonal goals
2.Isolate weaknesses and associated metrics to 

break this large goal down
3.Set 4-8 week plans with numeric targets and 

tests to improve a specific skill
4.Address the biomechanics impacting that skill 

using Motion Analysis
5.Track data-driven progress over time, and 

celebrate those small wins!
6.Track athlete load in the background to keep 

athletes healthy and training more



Proof we’re changing swimming, for the better

17%

NCAA Swimmer's 
perform 17% better 

with TritonWear
5%

Most athletes train at 
20-30% injury risk. 

TritonWear athletes 
train below 5%

40%

Club Swimmer's 
perform 40% better

with TritonWear
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Providing value for every level

Group
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Providing value for every level

Team
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Providing value for every level

Nation



At a large scale, data can be used to fundamentally 
improve entire generations of athletes

National Athlete Tracking System to better 
support athletes across the country and 
utilize learning across the federation

Advanced scouting based on foundational 
skills, not just competition results

Comprehensive load monitoring keeping 
more athletes in the funnel

Optimizing the feeder program of athletes to the international 
stage to maximize results
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A Federation Case Study
France Swimming Federation

Goal: to become a data-driven nation leading into the next Olympic Cycles

Began with a base set of units

Club teams across the country began slowly buying in

FFN then outfitted all 20 of their national training 
centers

Clear national direction created rapid buy in from 
more teams across the country

Now dozens of cities around France track and share 
their data with the Federation towards a unified goal

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5
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• Teams grant data access to the FFN so their support staff can 
provide more value and support to each teams program and 
athletes.

• FFN has much more visibility into what is happening and how 
athletes are progressing across the country.

Critical Point: Guardian Angel vs. Big Brother Mentality

Goal: to become a data-driven nation leading into the next Olympic 
Cycles
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A Federation Case Study
France Swimming Federation



FFN - A Case Study

Cities in France with TritonWear
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France Cities with 
TritonWear



Cities with TritonWear. 
Don’t get left behind.

Trusted by 20+ National Federations Globally Including:

Questions?


